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ABSTRACT 

This paper elaborates Hindi curve character recognition based 

on fuzzy logic. Characters are classified by if then rules based 

on Fuzzy logic into seven classes according to vertical bar. 

The experiment is performed for 10 different datasets of 

handwritten three-character, four-character and five-character 

words from 100 peoples. This group of people has different 

aged members. The experiment was successfully performed 

and the average recognition rate is found to be 94.8%. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
A lot of activity is taking place today on the development of 

OCRs for the scripts of Indian languages [1- 6]. Electronic 

representation and access of documents and other material in 

Indian languages have been lagging behind for many years. 

The recent wide adoption of the computer and the channels 

provided by Information Technology in India has resulted in a 

big spurt in the use of electronic representation, storage, and 

access of information in Indian languages. The demand for 

content in the local languages is ballooning as Information 

Technology reaches beyond the English-speaking sections of 

the populace. This trend is likely to continue in a populous 

country like India. A similar trend is expected in other 

developing nations also. An Optical Character Reader is a 

critical tool in creating electronic content in Indian languages 

as a rich tradition of literature and a vibrant publishing 

industry have existed in all of them for a long time. Indian 

languages and the scripts used to write them pose great 

challenges to an OCR designer. 

In this paper, we will present a fuzzy rule based classification 

and recognition system for handwritten curve Hindi 

characters. Hindi is one of the official languages of India. It is 

world’s third most commonly used language after Chinese 

and English. Brahmi is the mother script for most of the 

Indian languages. These scripts are used for two major 

linguistic communities: in the north, Indo-European 

languages, and in the south, Dravidian languages [7].   

Devnagari contains 11 vowels and 33 consonants. Vowels can 

be written as independent characters, or by using a various 

diacritical marks which are written below, above, after or 

before the consonant they belong to. The vowels written in 

this manner are called as modifiers and the characters formed 

in this manner are represented as conjuncts. Sometimes two or 

more consonants take new shapes as they combined together 

and form compound characters. Such type of characters, 

modifiers and compound characters are present in Devnagari 

as well as in other scripts. Hindi as well as Sanskrit, Nepali 

and Marathi, follows the Devnagari script [8]. A sample data 

set of Devnagari character is given in Figure 1. 

 

(a) 

 

(b) 

 

(c) 

 

(d) 

 

(e) 

Figure 1: (a) Basic Constants, (b) Swars (vowels) & 

corresponding matras (modifiers) and (c) Half constants 

with vertical bar (d) some combinations of half constants 

and constants (e) Set of Special symbols 

 

Each of the characters has a horizontal line at its upper part, 

which is called as Shirorekha or headline. Such characteristic 

is not available in any English character, so this characteristic 

can be used to distinguish Devnagari from English. In 
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continuous handwriting, in the direction from left to right, one 

character’s shirorekha joins with the shirorekha of the next or 

previous character if both the characters belong to the same 

word. Multiple characters and modified shapes in a word look 

as a single connected component that is joined through the 

common shirorekha. Devnagari also has consonants, vowels, 

vowel modifiers compound characters, and numerals. 

Moreover, many characters have similar shapes. All these 

variations make Hand written Hindi Character Recognition a 

challenging problem [9]. 

 

 ANATOMY OF DEVNAGARI 

CHARACTERS
The first graphical classification of Devanagari script was 

done by S. V. Bhagwat [10]. He grouped letters on the basis 

of graphical similarities as shown in figure 2. 

 

Figure 2: Bhagwat’s grouping of letters on the basis of 

graphical similarities [9] 

 

He has also defined guidelines for the letters and terminology 

for some of the graphical elements present in the letters which 

are shown in figure 3. 

 
 

Figure 3: Bhagwat’s guidelines [9] 

 

The top most line is the Matra Line that denotes the top of the 

upper matras. The Matra Line is followed by the Head Line. 

The top of the Shiro Rekha is called as Head Line which is 

followed by the Upper Mean Line and the Lower Mean Line. 

Upper Mean Line indicates the point where the actual letter 

starts. Lower Mean Line indicates the point where the 

characteristic feature of the letter comes to an end. Lower 

Mean Line is followed by the Base Line. Base Line denotes 

the end of the character and the point where the lower matra 

starts. The lowermost line is the Rukar Line. Bapurao Naik 

also attempted the graphical grouping of letters. Naik 

organized letters graphically in five groups on the basis of the 

position of the vertical bar. Naik's grouping of letters is shown 

in figure 4. 

 
 

Figure 4: Naik’s grouping of letters on the basis of the 

position of the vertical bar or the kana [9] 

 
3. PROPOSED SYSTEM 

The proposed system executes the following six stages:  

 

3.1 Preprocessing 
During this stage, following operations are performed on the 

gathered data to make it appropriate for further processing— 

3.1.1 Scanning 

Handwritten word data samples, collected from various 

resources, are scanned to transform data into a gray scale 

image.Text embedded on a paper are usually scanned 

optically and saved in the form of pixels in a file. These pixels 

may have one of the two values: 0 (OFF) or 1 (ON) for binary 

images, 0– 255 gray levels for gray scale images, and 3 

channels of 0–255 colour values for colour images. 

3.1.2 Thresholding  

A colour or grayscale image is transformed to a binary image. 

3.1.3 Noise reduction  

The noise, generated by the writing instrument or by the 

optical scanner, may create bumps, disconnected line 

segments, gaps in lines, and filled loops etc. The distortion as 

dilation, erosion, rounding of corners, local variations are 

required to eliminate before the character recognition [11- 12].  

3.1.4 Skew Detection and Correction  

Handwritten document may be skewed originally or skewness 

may arise in the process of document scanning. This 

accidental effect should be removed because it highly reduces 

the subsequent processes accuracy, such as classification and 

segmentation. Skewed lines are aligned using skew angle and 

making suitable correction in the raw image [13- 14].   

3.1.5  Size Normalization  

To convert all characters in to same data size, each segmented 

character is truncated to be stored in suitable matrix of size 

32x32 or 64x64 [15].  

3.1.6 Thinning  

To identify relevant features the boundary detection of image 

is done [16]. 
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3.2 Segmentation 

Histogram equalization is applied on Thinned word image to 

break it into individual characters. The steps of Histogram 

equalization are mentioned below- 

(i) To detect the boundaries of theword a horizontal histogram 

is taken. 

(ii) To get the region of each character vertical histogram is 

taken. 

(iii) In some cases it is possible that number of regions 

exceeds the number of characters inthe word. It may be the 

case when a character presented in word while its vertical bar 

is saparated from the character. Here, the region of the vertical 

bar with the highest peak value is selected as a part of the 

character to its left. 

This process is used to segment an image of a sentence into 

sub images of individual symbols by splitting words and lines 

[17- 18]. By removing Shirorekha, words can be segmented to 

individual character for recognition (see figure 5 (c)). Various 

vowel modifiers can be splitted to extract structural feature 

[19- 20]. 

 
Figure 5: Preprocessed Images (a) Original, (b) segmented 

(c) Shirorekha removed (d) Thinned (e) image edging 

 

3.3 Classification 
Each character of Hindi language is constituted by three major 

components: header line or SHIROREKHA, vertical bar, and 

curves. In the method we are proposing next, vertical bar 

component is used to classify characters.  

Classification of Characters on the basis of vertical bar 

A vertical bar either appears at the right end (End Bar) or in 

the middle (Middle Bar) of a Hindi character not at the left 

end of a Hindi character. On the basis of the presence and 

position of vertical bar and the conjunction, all the core Hindi 

characters can be categorized into the following six groups: 

 

Figure 6: Classification of Hindi characters on basis of 

vertical bar 

 

The four characters  in the Special 

Case class have an end bar, but if we remove the header line 

and compute the vertical projection, each of these characters 

will segment into two parts. A point with 3 or more pixels in 

its neighbourhood is called a junction point. Method to extract 

the above features is elaborated in VERTICALBAR_INFO 

and JUNCTIONPOINT_COUNT algorithm. A movable 3X3 

mask (Fig.7) is applied on the image, which covers 8-

neighborhood of the pixel P0. 

 

P8 P1 P2 

P7 P0 P3 

P6 P5 P4 
 

    Figure 7: Mask 3X3 

 

TABLE 1 shows the features various features which are the 

basis to form different classes of characters. A character can 

classify into one class only.  

 

Table 1: Features used for classification 

Feature Symbol Values 

Presence of Vertical Bar VB P (Present) 

NP (Not Present) 

Position of Vertical bar POS M (Middle) 

RE (Right End) 

Length of vertical bar LEN S (20%-30% of 

Character width   

W) 

L (70%- 80% of 

character width 

W) 

Connectedness of 

vertical bar to character 

CON C (Connected) 

NC (Not 

Connected) 

Number of junction 

points 

JP 1,2,3,4 or 5 

 

Following are the notations used in these algorithms: 

Pc -- current pixel 

CL -- current location 

COUNT_P -- counter variable to count the number of pixels. 

Initial value is set to 0. 

COUNT_JP -- counter variable to count the number of 

junction points. Initial value is set to 0. 

ROW -- current row number 

COL -- current column number 

 

Algorithm VERTICALBAR_INFO 
To determine the information about the vertical bar do the 

following: 

1. Starting from the last column of the first row i.e. 

ROW==0 & COL==8, convolute the mask on the 

binary image of character and check: 

(i) Call pixel as P0 if it is a foreground pixel. 

IF number of neighboring pixels of P0 _ 3 and one 

pixel is P5 then do the following -- 

(a) Pc = P0. 

(b) Set N = COL. 

(c) COUNT_P = COUNT_P+1 

(ii) ELSE COL = COL - 1 and repeat step (i) till 

COL >= 4 

2.  Identify the presence of vertical bar as: 

IF COUNT_P ==1 

THEN VB → P 

ELSE VB → NP. 
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3.  Identify the position of vertical bar as: 

IF N >=8 

THEN POV  → RE 

ELSE POV  → M 

4. To identify the length of vertical bar and its 

connectedness to character: 

(i) IF POV==M 

THEN do till P5 is encountered 

(a) Set P5=P0 

(b) COUNT_P = COUNT_P + 1 

(ii) IF COUNT_P >3 

THEN LEN → L 

ELSE LEN → S 

(iii) IF POV ==RE 

THEN Set CP=P0 and do till P5 is encountered 

IF P6 OR P7 OR P8 exists 

THEN CON → C 

ELSE CON → NC   

 

Algorithm NUM_JUNCTIONPOINTS 
To determine the number of junction points do the following: 

1. Starting from ROW = 0 and COL = 0, moving the 

mask on the image from left to right. 

2. Find the first foreground pixel and call it P0 

    IF number of neighbouring pixels of P0 >= 3 

THEN COUNT_JP = COUNT_JP + 1 

ELSE P0=P3 

3. Repeat step 2 for each pixel in the image. 

4. Set JP=COUNT_JP 

 

Following fuzzy rules are formed using these two 

algorithms to classify the characters into one of the 

seven classes. 

(i) IF VB == NP THEN character belongs to class A 

( ) 

(ii) IF VB == P AND POV == M AND LEN == L 

THEN character belongs to class B ( ) 

(iii) IF VB == P AND POV == M AND LEN == S 

AND JP < 2 THEN character belongs to class C(

) 

(iv) IF VB == P AND POV == M AND LEN == S 

AND JP >= 2 THEN character belongs to class D (

) 

(v) IF VB == P AND POV== RE AND CON == 

NC THEN character belongs to class E (

) 

(vi) IF VB == P AND POV == RE AND CON == C 

AND JP <4 THEN character belongs to class F(

) 

(vii) IF VB == P AND POV == RE AND CON == C AND JP 

>= 4 THEN character belongs to class G(

) 

 

3.4 Feature Extraction 
Steps for extracting features are given in following algorithm- 

 

Algorithm FEATURE_REC 
Following algorithm explains the steps for extracting features- 

Algorithm FEATURE_REC 

1. Apply the following method to remove header 

line- 

(i) Convolute the 3X3 mask on the normalized 

image and scan the first row from right to left. 

(ii) Find the first foreground pixel and call it P0. 

IF P7 is a foreground pixel OR P0 is an end point 

OR P0 is a disconnected component 

SET P0 = 0 

ELSE convolute mask in the left direction. 

Image is scanned from right to left To avoid the deletion of 

character pixels such as , image is 

scanned from right to left because these characters, except 

, can be written in two styles— (a) header line covers the 

whole character and, (b) when header line covers only half or 

a portion of the character. In the first case, this step may 

delete the pixels, those are common to character and header 

line, as in characters mentioned above as well as characters 

such as  and may produce some disconnected 

components with small number of pixels. 

2. To delete disconnected components follow the 

steps written below- 

(i) Set Row = 1 and Scan the image from left to 

right. 

(ii) Assign the name P0 to the first found 

foreground pixel found. 

(iii) IF P3 ==1 

IF any pixel in 8 neighbourhood of P3 does not 

exists 

THEN SET P0=0 AND P3=0 

ELSE IF P5==1 

IF any pixel in 8 neighbourhood of P5 does not 

exists 

THEN SET P0=0 AND P5=0 

 

On applying the 3X3 movable mask on the normalized image 

of classified character and scan the image from top to bottom 

row wise, we can have following information for junction 

points and end points-- 

(i) N1: total number of junction points 

(ii) N2: total number of end points 

(iii) JPi: ith junction point, where i=1 to N1 

(iv) EPi: ith end point where i=1 to N2 

(v) Curve (JPi): curve on ith junction point (Table 6.2) 

(vi) Curve (EPi): curve on ith end point Line(JPi) : line on ith 

junction point (Table 6.2) 

(viii) Line(EPi): line on ith end point 

(ix) Loop(JPi): loop on ith junction point 

(x) D1(i): direction of next endpoint from ith end point 

(xi) D2(i): direction of next junction point from ith junction 

point 

Values and symbols of different types of curves, lines & loops 

are given in the Table 2. 

 

Table 2: Values and symbols for curves, lines and loop 

Features Values Symbol 

Curve 

Left Curve LC 

Lower Left Curve LLC 

Right Curve RC 

Upper Right Curve URC 

Lower right Curve LRC 

U Curve U 

Line Vertical Line VL 
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Horizontal Line HL 

Back slash BS 

Loop Present P 

Not Present NP 

 

Algorithm CURVE_LINE_LOOP_INFO 
To find out the nature of the curve: 

Convolute the mask on the binary image of classified 

character from bottom to top row wise. 

Call the first foreground pixel as current pixel (Pc). 

1. If Pc is a junction point or end point, then check 

the 8-neighbourhood of Pc. 

(a) IF P1 is true THEN 

(i) Repeat till P1 is traversed 

(ii) COUNT = COUNT + 1. 

ELSE stop. 

(b) IF P3 is true THEN 

(i) Repeat till P3 is traversed 

(ii) COUNT = COUNT + 1. 

ELSE stop. 

(c) IF P8 is true THEN 

(i) Repeat till P8 is traversed 

(ii) COUNT = COUNT + 1. 

ELSE stop. 

(d) IF P1 OR P2 is true THEN 

(i) Repeat till P1 OR P2 is traversed 

(ii) COUNT = COUNT + 1. 

ELSE stop. 

(e) IF P1 OR P8 is true THEN 

(i) Repeat till P1 OR P8 is traversed 

(ii) COUNT = COUNT + 1. 

ELSE stop. 

(f) IF P2 OR P3 OR P4 is true THEN 

(i) Repeat till P2 OR P3 OR P4 traversed 

(ii) COUNT = COUNT + 1. 

ELSE stop. 

(g) IF P4 OR P5 is true THEN 

(i) Repeat till P4 OR P5 is traversed 

(ii) COUNT = COUNT + 1. 

ELSE stop. 

(h) IF P6 OR P7 OR P8 is true THEN 

(i) Repeat till P6 OR P7 OR P8 is traversed 

(ii) COUNT = COUNT + 1. 

ELSE stop. 

2. Check the following to know the type of curve 

and line: 

(i) IF step 1(h) is true 

IF step 1(a) is true 

IF step 1(f) is true 

IF COUNT >=3 

THEN Curve → LC 

(ii) ELSEIF step 1(e) is true 

IF step 1(f) is true 

IF COUNT >=2 

THEN Curve → ULC 

(iii) ELSEIF step1(h) is true 

IF step 1(e) is true 

IF COUNT >=2 

THEN Curve → LLC 

(iv) ELSE IF step 1(f) is true 

IF step 1(a) is true 

IF step 1 (h) is true 

IF COUNT >=3 

THEN Curve → RC. 

(v) ELSE IF step 1(d) is true 

IF step 1(h) is true 

IF COUNT >=2 

THEN Curve →URC. 

(vi) ELSE IF step 1 (f) is true 

IF step 1(e) is true 

IF COUNT >= 2 

THEN Curve →LRC. 

(vii) ELSEIF step 1(g) is true 

IF step 1(h) OR step1 (f) is true 

IF step 1(d) is true 

IF COUNT >=3 

THEN Curve →U 

(viii) IF step 1(a) is true 

IF COUNT _>=2 

THEN Line →VL 

(ix) IF step 1(b) is true 

IF COUNT >=2 

THEN Line →HL 

(x) IF step 1(c) is true 

IF COUNT >= 2 

THEN Line →BS 

THEN Loop →P. 
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3.5 Recognition 

Fuzzy rules are applied for the purpose of recognition. 

Following Rules based on classification applied for 

characters: 

1. IF Class is A 

IF Curve (EP1) == RC 

THEN character is  

ELSE IF Curve (JP1) ==LRC 

IF N2==4 OR D1 (3) == P3 

THEN character is  

ELSE character is  

2. IF Class is B 

IF Curve (EP2) == LC 

THEN character is  

ELSE IF Curve (EP2) == URC 

IF Curve (JP1) == LC OR Loop(JP1) ==P 

THEN character is  

ELSE character is  

3. IF Class is C 

IF Curve (EP1) == LC 

THEN character is  

ELSE IF Curve (EP1) == RC 

IF N2==3 

THEN character is  

ELSE character is  

4. IF Class is D 

IF Curve (EP1) == LC 

THEN character is  

ELSE IF Curve (JP1) == LC 

IF N2 < 2 

THEN character is  

ELSE IF N2==2 

THEN character is  

ELSE character is  

ELSE IF Loop (JP1) ==P 

IF Curve (JP1) == RC OR URC 

THEN character is  

ELSE character is  

5. IF Class is E 

IF Loop (JP1) ==P 

IF N1==2 

THEN character is  

ELSE character is  

ELSE IF Curve (EP1) == U 

THEN character is  

6. IF Class is F 

IF N2 > 3 

IF Curve (EP1) == ULC 

THEN character is  

ELSE IF Curve (EP1) == RC OR Curve (EP2) == 

RC 

THEN character is  

ELSE character is  

ELSE IF N2==3 

IF Curve (JP1) == LLC 

THEN character is  

ELSE IF Curve (JP1) ==U 

THEN character is  

ELSE IF Curve (EP1) == ULC 

THEN character is  

ELSE character is  

ELSE 

IF Curve (JP1) ==U 

THEN character is  

ELSE IF Curve (JP1) ==LLC 

THEN character is  

ELSE IF Curve (JP1) ==LC OR Loop (JP1) ==P 

THEN character is  

ELSE character is  

7. IF Class is G 

IF N2>4 

IF Curve (EP1) == RC 

THEN character is  

ELSE IF Line (EP1) == BS 

IF D2 (1) ==P3 OR D2(2)==P3 

THEN character is  

ELSE character is  

ELSE IF N2 ==4 

IF Loop on JP1 ==P 

THEN character is  

ELSE character is  

ELSE 

IF Curve (JP1) ==LLC OR U 

THEN character is  

ELSE IF Curve (JP1) == LC 

THEN character is  

ELSE IF Loop on JP1 ==P 

IF Loop on JP3 ==P OR LINE (EP2) == HL 

THEN character is  

ELSE character is  

4. RESULT AND DISCUSSION 
10 Datasets have been created for each type of word string: 

three, four and five characters by collecting handwritten Hindi 

words samples from 100 people of different age groups on A4 

data sheets using different colored pens and styles. The 

persons were requested to write asked string of characters as 

words. A part of datasets for three characters word is shown in 

the figure 8. 
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(a) A part of Data Set 1 

 

 
 

 

 

 

(b) A part of Data set 2 

 

        

(c) A part of Data set 3 (d) A part of Data     

                                                         set 4 

            

(e) A part of Data set 5      (f) A part of Data     

                                                 set 6  

           
Figure 8 (a) to 8 (f): Sample Datasets for three 

characters word 

A part of datasets for four characters word is shown in the 

figure 9. 

                       
(a) A part of Dataset 1 

                          (b) A part of Dataset 2 

                             (c) A part of Dataset 3 

 
(d) A part of Dataset 4 

 

Figure 9 (a) to 9 (d): Sample Datasets for four 

characters word 

 
A part of datasets for five characters word is shown in the 

figure 10. 

      
(a) part of Data Set 1 

 

(b) A part of Data Set 2 

          
(c) A part of Data Set 2 

Figure 10 (a) to 10 (c): Sample Datasets for five 

characters word 

Comparative results of the three types of datasets on the basis 

of recognition rate are shown in table 3. 

Table 3: Recognition rates for various characters on the 

basis of size 

Word Size (in characters) Average Recognition Rate 

(in %) 
3-character word 95.186 

4-character word 89.65 

5-character word 90.03 

The graphical representation of comparative study of 3-

character word with 4-character and 5-character word is 

shown in figure 11.  
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Figure 11: Recognition rate for words having 3-character, 

4-character, and 5-character size 

The average recognition rate do not depend on the character 

set while it is definitely depends on the writing style of the 

character. When a character repeats in a word, the recognition 

rate also increases. As we can see from the results, the 

recognition rate for five character set is quiet competitive and 

satisfactory as the system was observing the similar characters 

in a word also which increased the recognition rate. While the 

recognition rate for four characters is observed not so good, it 

may be because of the writing style of the data set available.  

The difficulties we observed when a similar character is 

represented to the network with a little with difference, means 

when a confusory character is represented to the network, the 

network absolutely perturbed and rate of recognition falls a 

bit. Sometimes machine could not understand the 

handwriting, style or font and the networks stuck in falls 

minima, results system failed absolutely to recognize the 

word. Such words from the datasets are listed below: 

Table 4: Unrecognized or partial recognized or difficulty 

in recognition in words 

Sr. No. Words not recognized completely 

1 
 

2 
 

3 
 

4 
 

5       

6  

7  

8  

 
 
 
 

5. CONCLUSION 
The network perform faster and steady for the characters 

represented in repeated format i.e. when the same character is 

repeated again and again to the network within different 

words. Overall the experiment performed here shown very 

good result over the fuzzy classification rule sets. 

The limitations of the experiment were its treatment with only 

for three types of character strings from hand written Hindi 

script. It can further be improved by enhancing fuzzy if-then 

rules for classification of more than five characters word and 

further sentences to scripts.  
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